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Abstract

Several authors have reported previous work on qual-
itative modelling of electrical systems by assumin g
steady-state conditions and reducing circuits to net-
works of resistive elements . This has been very suc-
cessful in certain applications, particularly for Failure
Mode Effects Analysis in automotive electrical systems .
In support of this work we have concentrated on sim-
ple, minimal models that maintain structural isomor-
phism with the real system; the motivation being t o
provide an accessible conceptual structure for ease o f
use by engineering staff . However, a number of difficul-
ties remain and solutions to these would increase th e
applicability of the method .
In this paper we introduce further developments that
address several of the remaining important issues and
provide solutions to some recent obstacles . After de-
scribing a series of problems, we draw on the field o f
many-valued logic for inspiration and investigate som e
qualitative analogies. The results of a new labelling
scheme show the advantages of a 5 valued quantity
space for resistance . This is shown to resolve previousl y
ambiguous cases and opens up considerably more mod -
elling possibilities . The interpretation of the labelling
scheme can be tailored to the application domain, giv-
ing powerful modelling options.

Introduction
In a previous conference paper we discussed the rela-
tionship between qualitative modelling of electrical cir-
cuits and the more conventional, numerical electrical
circuit modelling found in science and engineering (Lee
1999b) . We highlighted the need for non-numeric, more
abstract and less detailed models that can capture th e
essence of a circuit configuration, and we showed wh y
this is important for the next generation of circuit simu-
lators and engineering tools . We also identified the clos e
similarity of goals and motivation between the ECA D
based approach known as "switch-level modelling" an d
the methods adopted by the qualitative modelling com-
munity . In this paper we introduce further develop-
ments that address several of the remaining importan t
issues and provide solutions to some recent obstacles .
We gain inspiration from ideas in the field of many-
valued logic and demonstrate their value for supporting

our qualitative modelling methods .
Our emphasis continues to focus on steady-state anal-

ysis and the application domain is automotive electrical
systems .

Current problems with qualitative
circuit models

In this paper we build on our work on qualitative circui t
modelling for FMEA (Failure Mode Effects Analysis) as
applied to automotive electrical systems . This is based
on a theory, known as CIRQ, that uses quiescent cur-
rent models and is described in (Lee 1999a) . From this
theory (Price et al . 1995) have developed a successfu l
full scale commercial FMEA software tool that outper-
forms numerical systems and is now in regular use i n
the automotive industry .

Briefly, CIRQ takes the electrical property of resis-
tance as a first order approximation for any energy ab-
sorbing component . A qualitative representation of re-
sistance must map onto the positive reals, R. and we
have used a three-valued finite algebra for resistance ,
[0, +, co], corresponding to short circuit, load and open
circuit respectively . Qualitative voltage and current are
modelled similarly although only two values for curren t
are required for FMEA as the question is only whethe r
a component is active or inactive . These qualitative
values are a key feature in our approach . They provid e
primitive but powerful models that abstract the mos t
relevant and significant information about the circui t
in an intuitive form; in contrast with the mathemati-
cal models and voluminous data produced by numerica l
simulation .

The design of CIRQ was influenced by the need t o
address the specific requirements of the FMEA task fo r
electrical systems and this has been satisfied, as dis-
cussed in (Lee 1999a) . These requirements essentiall y
concern the effects of faults of only two classes : open -
circuit faults and short-circuit faults . These can be see n
as structural faults and, in most electrical FMEA, ther e
are no requirements for the analysis of faults causing
only parameter changes, e .g . increase or decrease in a
resistance value . The complexity of the task is such tha t
engineers tend to deal with extreme and worst case sce-
narios and include lesser cases within this scope . This
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limitation, of dealing with only structural changes an d
not component variation, also applies to most other re-
cent qualitative circuit modelling methods (Hotz et al .
1997) .

We have also been motivated to adopt simple, min-
imal models in order to increase accessibility and pro -
vide a simple conceptual structure . This seems im-
portant for human cognitive processes, such as insight ,
and helps maintain affinity with engineering concepts .
However, when we consider extending the range of ou r
FMEA task, or even other reasoning tasks such as di-
agnosis, design analysis or verification, then the limi-
tations of our models become evident . The coarsenes s
of the minimal representation suggests further develop-
ments or refinements are needed to support other tasks .

For these reasons we have refined our method with -
out losing the features specified by the original motiva-
tion . We now list a few problems that frustrate not onl y
CIRQ but also many other similar qualitative resistanc e
modelling systems :

Bridge circuits A bridge is a significant kind of cir-
cuit topology that creates ambiguity in any qualita-
tive model . Bridges occur when the ends of a circui t
branch can not be resolved into an ordered potentia l
difference and therefore the current magnitude an d
direction can not be determined . All circuits can b e
classified into those that can be reduced into a singl e
equivalent value by repeated application of series par-
allel reduction rules (SP circuits) and those that can
not be so reduced. Of the circuits containing bridges ,
some will be balanced, i .e . current magnitude = zero ,
and some will be unbalanced, with unknown direc-
tion of current flow . Figure 1 shows these classes o f
circuit .

Two termina l
Circuit s

SP

	

non-S P
reducible

	

reducible

non-balanced

	

balanced
bridges

	

bridge s

Figure 1 : Circuit taxonom y

Because it is impossible to deduce the state of cur-
rent flow in bridges, for magnitude or sign, without
exact quantitative values of the resistances and volt -
ages involved, this has been a major problem for all
qualitative circuit models and no effective treatment
of this difficulty has been reported .

Diodes and other uni-directional component s
Diodes are devices that act as a conductor in one
direction but block flow in the other direction . Al-
though diodes are used widely in DC circuits to con-

trol the selection of circuit functions and operations ,
they have not been given much attention by the qual-
itative modelling community. This may be becaus e
directional selectivity is a discontinuity that poses
particular problems for models based solely on resis-
tive elements . The CIRQ based FMEA system gets
round this problem by performing multiple analyses ,
one for each possible direction of flow, and then se-
lecting the result that matches the permitted flo w
direction of the diode . However, better solutions are
desirable for more general applications .

Variable current levels Although a three-valued re-
sistance model can cover a wide range of circuit com-
ponents (to a first approximation) under steady-stat e
conditions, this only allows a single current, level to
be represented : either current flows or it does not .
There are occasions when an engineer needs to dis-
tinguish between different levels of current flow . For
example, an electrically active motor might be run-
ning free (unloaded), running with normal load, o r
be in a stalled state . Each of these would give differ-
ent current levels that can not be modelled in CIRQ-
type systems . At present, a stalled motor would be
modelled as a short-circuit and this is satisfactor y
for FMEA analysis, but other tasks might requir e
to distinguish between the high load current fro m
stalling and a complete short-circuit (that could hav e
different effects) . Similarly, an unloaded motor ma y
take very little current, but still provide an active
circuit path . In discussions with engineers we have
discovered that three levels of current would provid e
a sufficient enhancement to cover a large range o f
applications . This translates into a five-valued quan-
tity space for resistance which seems to offer a goo d
match to engineers' intuitive models, at least as ca n
be deduced from informal descriptions' .

Low current paths Another related problem con-
cerns the distinction between fully active paths an d
paths with weak current flows . For example, a faul t
might cause a lamp to be fed from a high resistanc e
source and therefore not actually function . Another
case occurs for sneak circuit analysis where live bu t
inactive branches give potential paths for faults i n
future operation . Previously in CIRQ all paths wit h
any flow are marked as active and the consequence s
are determined by extra-domain expertise . It would
be extremely helpful if any low-level paths could b e
marked separately. In automotive systems low-leve l
but functionally inactive current flows are quite com-
mon .

The switch-level modelling approac h
As reported previously (Lee 1999b), the QR communit y
has apparently been unaware of the efforts by ECA D

' We also note that most questionnaire designs, opinio n
data scores and many forms of psychometric testing use fiv e
point scales .
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research engineers to build an intermediate grain-siz e
model of electrical circuits . This work was directed at
reconciling the detailed numeric data produced by ana-
log simulators with the state information generated b y
gate-level simulators . Both are properties of electrical
circuits but one concerns electrical variables and param-
eters while the other deals in configurations and states .

A particularly promising approach, called "Switch -
Level Models", was based on the framework of many -
valued logic (Hayes 1986) . This showed remarkable sim -
ilarities with the recent resistive qualitative method s
as discussed in (Lee 1999b) . For example, the voltag e
quantity space in CIRQ has four values correspondin g
to the four connectivity possibilities illustrated in fig-
ure 2 . These are precisely matched in Hayes' repre-
sentation, with two supply potentials, an intermediat e
potential, and an open circuit . For current and resis-
tance, however, switch-level models used a finite set o f
values with a range of intermediate levels . The aim
was to support a form of approximate numerical anal-
ysis by reducing the grain size as appropriate . Unfor-
tunately this formulation was seriously flawed and gav e
much worse accuracy than expected because of the er-
ror combination effects created when qualitative value s
are used in operations like subtraction . Similar prob-
lems can be experienced with interval arithmetic . These
limitations, which killed off this line of modelling, ar e
described in detail in (Cerny et al . 1992) .

0 Voltmete r
Flo
1

	

1 . 0

Figure 2 : The four valued voltage space

Concepts from Many-Valued Logi c
Classical logic (first-order predicate calculus) assume s
two truth values : true and false . Although the exten-
sive literature on logic has often considered the ide a
of additional truth values, it was not until 1920 tha t
the first many-valued logic (MVL) was formulated by
Lukasiewicz . In an n-valued logic, propositions can b e
assigned truth values from the range, 0, 1, 2, . . . .n — 1 ,
where 0 corresponds to false, n — 1 corresponds to tru e
and intermediate values give differing degrees of truth .

Logical functions can be defined for the operations o f
and, or, not, sor . . . etc and the result of a compound as-
sertion can then be computed from the truth value s
of the components and the truth functions of the con-
nectives. It may be surprising that there are so few
reports of MVL systems being used in Artificial Intel-
ligence applications 2 . This is in contrast to other sys-
tems of logic that have been explored extensively, e .g .
modal logics, nonmonotonic and default logic . For a
current view of the field, see the survey by (Hahnle and
Escalada-Imaz, 1997) on deduction in MVL .

Many-valued resistance
Qualitative algebras for systems higher than three -
valued are difficult and cumbersome (Struss 1988) .
Some of the operators are asymmetric and values ca n
have mixed meanings, which makes for awkwardnes s
and therefore less intuitive models . We wish to re-
tain the intuitive character of qualitative circuit mod-
els and believe MVL can assist in this respect . How-
ever, we must be careful to avoid the multiple curren t
accuracy problems that ruined the switch-level mod-
elling approach . Instead of allowing multiple values fo r
both resistance (impedance) and current (signal level )
we have initially investigated a many-valued resistanc e
model .

An obvious start would be to explore the use o f
MVL operators to implement functions for performin g
circuit reductions and CIRQ type analysis . However ,
it is very important to first establish the interpreta-
tion of any value system to be used . For example, in
Lukasiewicz's 3-valued system, the semantics of the in-
termediate truth value was taken to mean indetermi-
nate, while the 3-valued systems of kleene and Bochva r
interpret this value as undecided and meaningless, re-
spectively. We must determine the appropriate inter-
pretations for any system we design for circuit mod-
elling .

In the CIRQ formulation the three-valued quantit y
space, [0, +, oo], corresponds to three topological o r
connectivity conditions : zero resistance makes node s
electrically identical, positive resistance indicates con-
nectivity and infinite resistance signifies disconnection .
We retain this structure but extend the + value to al-
low a series of different positive values correspondin g
to different strengths of connectivity . We have experi-
mented with three such values {lo, med, hi} and so the
quantity space is : [0, lo, med, hi, no] .

We need to define the interpretation of {lo, med, hi}
and specify how they are to be resolved in series an d
parallel combinations . Previously CIRQ used sum-
mation for series reduction, minimum for parallel re-
duction, and the + case could take an integer value .
Resistance label pairs (forward and reverse) were as -
signed to each node to give the minimum number of

2Notwithstanding some early attempts, e .g Michal-
ski's use of variable-valued logic for pattern recognitio n
applications .
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resistive edges to the positive/negative terminal re-
spectively. We could use this scheme unchanged an d
simply map the quantity space into a numeric form ,
i .e . [0, lo, med, hi, oo] corresponds to [0, 1, 100, 1000, co] .
This would work to some extent but this numeric for-
mulation has some undesirable properties and is cum-
bersome to read and therefore loses the vividness an d
directness that we wish to retain . Consequently, we
now label nodes with their symbolic resistance val-
ues using the operator Max for series reduction an d
Min for parallel reduction, according to the orderin g
0 < lo < med < hi < oo . In addition, following inves-
tigation of various options, we find it useful to recor d
the number of resistance elements in the node labels, a s
before . Node labels thus have two parts ; a qualitative
value and a count of elements from a supply terminal .

Note that med need not be shown explicitly : any
node label consisting of only an integer is assumed med
by default . For example, parallel reduction of 210 and
4 will give 210 but 3hi and 7 will result in 7 . Under thi s
scheme a node might be labelled 3hi/2 which indicate s
it has a path of 3 resistance elements, at least one o f
which is hi, from the positive terminal and a path of 2
elements, of highest value med, from the negative ter-
minal . An illustration of the method is given in figure 3

0/5

1/4 ,• 2/6h i
@ h i

2/3 • • 3hi/5

• 4hi/4

3/2•

	

• 5hi/3

5/0

Figure 3 : New labelling schem e

where all edges are of default value med except for th e
single edge marked hi . The result is a primary path of
resistance med and length 5 (= forward + reverse val-
ues) and a secondary branch of value hi, of total lengt h
8 . The full algorithm is somewhat more complex tha n
can be described here ; more detail is available in (Le e
2000) .

Results
We now present a series of case studies that show ho w
the problems discussed in the earlier section can b e
solved by the new model .

Diodes Figure 4 shows a circuit containing a diode ar-
rangement that causes difficulties for previous mod -

els . In this new solution when a diode is encoun-
tered, if it is aligned with the path direction (fro m
positive for forward and conversely for reverse) the n
its value is taken to be 0, alternatively for the othe r
direction it is assigned the value hi . This produce s
the node labels seen in figure 4 . We have designated
hi as reverse diode impedance which is usually ver y
high, consequently any branch containing a hi value
has negligible current flow and so the active paths
are clearly identified as the upper-left and lower-righ t
diodes and the central load is powered . The meanin g
of hi is seen as being important in interpreting th e
results of any particular case . Note that we did no t
use oo for reverse diode resistance because it is use-
ful to distinguish inactivity due to diode action fro m
disconnection .

Figure 4 : Diode regulator circuit

Bridge circuits A potential resistive bridge is seen i n
figure 5 . Here all resistors are of value med excep t
for the high impedance indicator and monitor device
that are both hi . The results from CIRQ show the
main flow path is through the three central resistor s
with two high resistance branches either side . The
relative meaning of hi can be defined by the enginee r
who will also assess the significance of the lower cur -
rent levels in the side branches . Without the many -
valued distinction the central resistor would form a
bridge that could not be resolved .

Variable current levels Figure 6 shows a motor cir-
cuit where the indicator changes from dim to brigh t
according to whether the motor is powered . Becaus e
the indicator is linked to the motor, when the main
switch is open there is a path for a small current flow
through the motor . The previous version of CIR Q
would thus record the motor as active, but now wit h
a distinction between main power circuits and signa l
circuits this can be resolved . The results show th e
motor to be on a high impedance path and this woul d
be interpreted as being under powered although elec-
trically alive . Note that dead-end branches are now

4/1
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Figure 5 : Bridge circuit

	

Figure 7 : Circuit with voltage sensing devic e

sometimes identified by oo labels ; unlike the previou s
scheme .

0/2hi

Ballast resistanc e

hi I

	

i 1/oo

Figure 6 : Motor drive circui t

Low current paths A related example is shown i n
figure 7 where an electronic monitoring module i s
connected to a power circuit . It has been assume d
that the input to the monitor is of high impedanc e
and this has been represented by an internal resistiv e
network all of value hi . Note that the actual func-
tion of the monitoring module is not important — i t
may involve complex electronics or computing func-
tions — all that is needed is an equivalent resistanc e
model that holds for the external view of the circui t
during the operation being modelled . The result is
that all of the monitoring circuit has different values
and does not interfere with the power paths. Notic e
that previously this would have been another bridg e
circuit with ambiguous and unsatisfactory results .

Discussion
It can be seen that the 5 valued quantity space, with
3 intermediate resistance values, has not used Ohm' s
law to produce multi-valued current but has instea d
increased the range of path or circuit-branch proper -
ties . These have resolved previously ambiguous cases
and open up considerably more modelling possibilities .
The interpretations given to the additional resistanc e
values is a key feature of the method and these are de-
termined by the application domain . In our examples
we have seen the semantics of hi vary to distinguish :
reverse diode leakage current, high impedance circui t
sections, and low level signal currents . Others could
include the increased impedance of an unloaded (free -
running) motor .

We do not have space to include examples of the us e
of the value lo but there is a dual relationship between
the distinction between lo and med and between me d
and hi . Paths can be identified, by lo, that carry higher
current than "normal" and this offers more benefits fo r
modelling key characteristics of problems . Similar ex-
amples can demonstrate cases of lo resolving circuits
with overloaded motors, partial shorts, and energy los s
in conductors . This latter example is of special interes t
in automotive applications where all power cables tha t
entail noticeable voltage-drops are to be monitored an d
distinguished from near ideal conductors such as signa l
wires .

Orders-of-magnitude relationships (Raiman 1991 )
have already been shown to be capable of solving some
unbalanced bridge circuits (Lee 1999b) . We can se e
that such a relationship is contained within the se-
ries/parallel reduction rules because of the nature of th e
qualitative ordering and the choice of functions . Hence ,
any number of med edges in series will always be consid -
ered lower in value than a single hi edge, and similarl y
with any other pair from the ordering 0 < lo < med <
hi < oo . The Min function has the equivalent effect o n
parallel circuits . This means the ordering implemented
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is actually 0 << to << med << hi << oo .
One remaining problem is the lack of current direc-

tion indication . Indeed, the new path labelling metho d
has destroyed the edge current flow direction heuristic
that was based on node resistance values. Previously
the flow direction between two nodes, u and v, coul d
be estimated by the relative values of

F(u) =

	

f(u )
f(u) + r(u )

for the two nodes . Although global patterns can not b e
entirely deduced from local indicators this heuristic ha s
been useful in path following algorithms . Nevertheless ,
all primary current flow paths between the supply ter-
minals are easily found by following the lowest value d
paths and other paths can then be found by elimination .
Of course, bridge edges can only be resolved when the y
are unbalanced and have order of magnitude difference s
in the relevant branches .

Other MVL possibilities
So far we have only explored a few ideas suggested b y
MVL . We have investigated the modelling benefits o f
many-valued resistance and (very loosely) used MVL
functions to compute series/parallel reductions . We d o
not require a qualitative version of Ohm's law but not e
that this can be done either in terms of logic function s
or arithmetic operators . In fact, these are closely re-
lated mathematically by their use of different t-norms
for conjunctors ; i .e . to obtain V from I and H. we use
multiplication for QR and minimum for MVL .

When using MVL there are often several different
ways of defining familiar functions, for example, nega-
tion has more than one formulation . This opportunity ,
together with the open interpretation of values, offer s
various options and benefits for modelling . For exam-
ple, a three-valued system might correspond to no-flow ,
to-flow, hi-flow or it could be interpreted as no-flow ,
flow, unknown/ambiguous . Thus, we will need to con-
sider both the design of suitable functions and establis h
their particular semantics in the application domain .

Another role for MVL variables is to represent fault s
or abnormal situations . This has been done very suc-
cessfully for digital system design where valid signal val-
ues are mixed or interleaved with values indicating er-
ror conditions (Hurst 1984) . This idea could be used to
model given fault classes by separating abnormal case s
from other values . It seems this can be achieved more
easily in MVL than QR as functions can be specified
from their truth tables, rather than by using mathe-
matical operators . Ambiguities, physically impossible
cases and other special states can also be incorporated
into systems based on MVL functions . Logics that hav e
been used for this include K3 , the 4-valued system o f
Belnap (Kaluzhny et al . 1993) and various 5-value d
systems (Smith 1981) . An interesting possibility is t o
extend the functionality of our original models to incor-
porate explicit fault conditions that can then be propa-
gated (as for normal values) using modified algorithms .

Finally, there is a strong motivation to integrate bot h
qualitative and numeric modelling techniques in a com-
bined and coherent modelling environment . It is possi-
ble that MVL could offer insight and structure for thi s
integration problem .

Related work

Many studies in AI have examined electrical circui t
analysis but most have been concerned with digita l
systems or the dynamic aspects of electronics, such a s
transient behaviour . An early original contribution o n
linear steady-state systems was the work of (Sussman ,
1977) . Recent work of relevance has mainly investi-
gated steady-state qualitative resistance models, usu-
ally based on a three-valued quantity space . Most suc h
work has dealt with the analysis or effects of structura l
changes in circuits and we find very little reporting o n
non-structural or parameter changes .

The work of (Hotz et al . 1997) is particularly relevant
and describes the differences between existing (struc-
tural) methods, which are based on constraints, connec-
tivity propagation and series-parallel-star tree reduc-
tion, and the requirements for analysing non-structura l
changes . They argue that deviations from a norm ar e
the important factors during diagnosis and develop a
method using qualitative deviations . A series of circui t
rules are used to propagate current and voltage value s
and a form of series-parallel-star tree reduction (Maus s
and Neumann, 1996) is used to reduce the resistive nets .
The main problems with this method are that it relie s
on topology dependent rules, it can not handle bridges ,
and it is not general for all circuit topologies . Like
(Mauss and Neumann, 1996) this method can carry ou t
some numerical reduction in parallel but it suffers fro m
a loss of user affinity due to the complications involve d
in processing decomposition trees .

Other work on qualitative deviations has been carrie d
out by (Struss et al ., 1996) . In the context of diagnosis ,
these researchers have shown how deviations can cap-
ture vital behavioural characteristics that models can
employ in diagnosis, analysis and design . These meth-
ods are different from ours in that they use connectivit y
propagation but the important relation to our work is
the use of deviations . In our examples we have taken
the value med as a default and hi (or, in other cases, lo)
has been a variation due to some component effect . I f
we designate this as a faulty value then hi can represen t
a deviation . Another example is the identification of ca-
bles subject to voltage-drops and distinguishing these
from normal current flows . However, not all our exam-
ples are of this form ; we can designate hi to indicate a
different class of circuit, as in the monitoring example .
We see our method as a way of classifying branches of a
circuit, and the significance of the resulting branch la-
bels will depend upon the application semantics give n
to the resistance value set .
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Conclusion s
We have presented a new version of our successful CIR Q
qualitative circuit analysis tool . A number of problem s
for the old system, with both technical and applicatio n
urgency, have been solved by the new version . These
include diode circuits, variable current levels and som e
bridge circuits . The changes have retained the vividness
of the original model ; a feature considered important for
acceptance and affinity with practicing engineers .

The new version illustrates how larger quantit y
spaces for resistance can effectively label circuit node s
with application specific classes for different types o f
current flow . The modifications rely on an orders-of-
magnitude resistance relation and require a new metho d
of path traversal in the labelling process . The nodes no
longer contain values that give minimum distance (i n
edges) from the terminals . The path traversal metho d
is efficient and general, and does not require star/delt a
transformation rules .

It is clear that, in general, bridges can not be solved
by any qualitative method . If the four resistances sur-
rounding a bridge are a, b, c and d, then balance i s
achieved if:

a*d=b* c

This requires precise values and the best qualitativ e
methods can do is return the label `ambiguous' . How-
ever, our intrinsic orders-of-magnitude relation does al -
low us to discern certain cases (not all) that are defi-
nitely unbalanced . This occurs when

Min(a, d) > Min(b, c )

This, at least, is an improvement and it follows tha t
increased numbers of values will provide increasingl y
finer resolution .

Our method can be viewed as a process that classi-
fies circuit branches into different impedance levels . By
not attempting the calculation of any current value s
we have avoided the combinatorial and accuracy prob-
lems that arise from arithmetic on several multi-value d
qualitative variables as experienced in the switch-leve l
models of (Cerny et al . 1992) . It might seem that w e
are still some way from EGAD systems that can rec-
oncile numeric models with relevant qualitative circui t
information . However, we suggest that, rather than
aiming for total integration through convergence of rep-
resentations, the operation of an analog circuit simula-
tor in tandem with a CIRQ-type model would produc e
very useful output . Such parallel operation could labe l
each wire, node or component with both actual volt-
age/current and qualitative labels that signal impor-
tant application specific conditions . This seems to offer
considerable potential for a coherent modelling environ-
ment on which to build future engineering reasoning
tools .

Many-valued logic has provided inspiration and of-
fers further possibilities for enhancing qualitative mod-
elling work . Future work includes : investigation of a 10 -
valued model, with hierarchical classes, and evaluation

of the use of the model in full-scale deviation analysi s
applications .
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